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Draining systems

Drainage of internal water is an issue becoming more and 

more interesting and attracting a growing interest of architecs 

and specifiers.

Linear Drain is a series of shower drains for floor coverings 

designed for a modern bathroom to create barriers-free 

environments. Effective slope profiles complete the system. 

Square Drain is a simple and convenient way for water 

drainage on square siphons.

Slope Drain is a series of tileable shower trays with an 

integrated  slope which simplify tilers and installers job.

Multidrain is a complete modular line of drainage system with 

internal slope. It fits perfectly to large format tiles and planks 

for a design and effective solution.
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linear drain LD

draining systems

The system consists of a technical 

evacuation unit plus the chosen 

grating

Note: Only the ABS version is 

supplied pre-assembled and its code 

includes siphon and grating.

linear for shower trays

Profilitec introduces a new exciting solution to its product range dedicated 

to modern building environments, extending the use  of large format 

ceramic tiles in the bathroom.

Linear Drain is a system for walk-in showers which, eliminating the 

customary shower tray, allows the creation of design solutions. 

A full range comprising 6 different lengths, various grill types and finishes 

to personalize any bathroom environment.  

Security:

Grating connector straight extension
90° Connection piece 10 cm

Grating connector 90°
90° Connection da 10x10 cm

I-Cube
4 pieces

DRAIN PLUG

Pre-glued waterproof collar
The system provides a waterproof 

membrane pre-glued to the rim, a 

time saving solution to reduce the 

risk of infiltration. To complete the 

waterproofing of the floor and wall, we 

advise to use as an alternative classic 

waterproofing systems the Foiltec 

waterproof membrane with its relative 

corner and connection pieces.

Single unit of stainless steel
Technical evacuation system built 

out of a single piece, avoiding 

welding seams offering reliability 

and resistance over time.

I-Cube
An ingenuous system which reduces 

foam levels produced using the 

shower. It helps to keep the drain 

clean and releases a pleasant aroma.

Not available for the Level 3 and Tile 

grating.

Water outflow system
A patented system of water buffers, 

connected to the grating, manages 

the speed of the water run off from 

the central part in a controlled 

manner. 

This system is not present in the 

grating Level 3 and Tile.

ACCESSORIES:
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Available lengths: 60 - 70 - 80 - 90 - 100 - 120 cm

linear for shower trays

LINEAR DRAIN 

The siphon is provided 

with the waterproof 

membrane collar .

PLANO
IL= Polished Stainless Steel

IS= Brushed Stainless Steel

Suitable for coverings from 9 to 30 mm. 

TECHNIC
IX= Sand Stainless Steel

Suitable for coverings from 9 to 30 mm.

TILE
Grating completed by the tile of your 

choice. 

Suitable for coverings from 9 to 30 

mm.

LEVEL 3
IS= Brushed Stainless Steel.

Suitable for coverings from 3 to 

30 mm.

Materials

Drain: Stainless Steel 316 or ABS

1,25 mm thick

Base and grating*: Stainless Steel 304

3 and 1,5 mm thick

Outlet: 40 mm Diameter

Siphon: ABS

Riser blocks (for height adjustment) ABS

* Grating available also in version 316 on request.

Sizes

Total height 54 mm (excluding floor covering)

Length: 60-70-80-90-100-120 cm

Grating width: 55 mm

Drain width: 86 mm

Floor covering thickness: from 3 to 30 mm (based on choice of grating)

Capacity

9 mm water column: 0,44 l/s - 26,41 l/m
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54 mm

draining systems linear for shower trays

SIMPLIFIED INSTALLATION:

Renews the bathroom environment

The bathroom feels more spacious and harmonious

Achitectural barriers are removed

Against or away from the wall

Simplified installation

Adaptable to  different flooring material heights

I-Buddy
A high density polystyrene block for a 

fast and correct installation. I-Buddy 

reduces installation time and risk 

of error in the positioning phase. It 

absorbs the small irregularities of 

the floor and is the reference point 

for layins the screed. An intelligent 

and environmental friendly double-

use of what seems at first sight mere 

packaging material.

Bathrooms
Modern finish for a 
custom made project. 
Personalize your shower 
area allowing the use of 
large format ceramic in 
the shower floor.

Sport Centres
Profilitec Drain a simple 
and safe system for 
changing rooms 
and multi shower 
environments.

Hotels
Emphasise the bathroom: 
an exclusive solution 
eliminating the 
architectural barrier of the 
shower tray.

Beauty centre/SPA
Not just a simple drain 
but, a luxury component 
in perfect harmony with 
a structure of beauty and 
relax.

Terrraces
Ideal for large spaces,
a modern solution also 
suitable 
for the outdoors.

Nautical
A light, versatile solution 
for a top class product.

Reduced height
A drain system for linear shower 

drainage along the wall with a 

5,4 cm height (excluding floor 

covering).

This advantage means it can 

be used in numerous building 

contexts, especially for renewals.

Removable siphon
The siphon in ABS can be removed 

completely with a  simple vertical 

sliding movement. Cleaning and 

maintenance is simple and easy. 

The siphon has a strainer to avoid 

blockages.

Grating height-adjustment
Height adjustment is achieved 

tanks to a series of riser block in 

ABS plastic. The floor covering can 

vary from 3 to 30 mm. Profilitec 

Drain offers two types of grating: 

one for ultra thin tiles and one for 

standard flooring materials from 9 

to 30mm
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draining systemslinear for shower trays

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:

Check the thickness of 

the covering to be laid. 

Check the dimension 

of the area in question, 

the position of the water 

outlet, cut the polyester 

block to the required size 

and proceed to glue the 

block. Cut the central 

part of the block to create 

the space for the water 

pipe.

Insert the drain into the 

polyester block. Connect 

the earth wire and the 

water pipe to the outlet.

Build the screed with the 

correct slope towards the 

drain, using the edge of 

the polyester block as a 

reference point.

Shape and glue the 

pre-glued collar both 

to the wall and the 

floor, position the 

corner pieces or special 

membrane corner pieces 

to assure correct corner 

protection.

Complete the 

waterproofing of the floor 

and wall area, ensuring 

an overlap of at least 

10 cm with a suitable 

waterproofing system. 

Affix the floor and wall 

coverings arriving flush to 

the second polyester block 

(supplied with the grating) 

positioned over the drain. 

Remove the polyester 

block top piece and 

insert the grating; use 

the supplied plastic riser 

blocks to compensate 

any height difference 

between the grating and 

the floor to achieve a 

perfect level.

LINEAR DRAIN - technical evaquation unit
The package is inclusive of I-Buddy, siphon, ABS 

risers, matting, plastic corners, polystyrene edge, 

suction cup, lubricant, junction and connectors.

Grating PLANO - Polished 
Inclusive of I-Cube containers and system of water 

runoff.

Grating PLANO - Brushed
Inclusive of I-Cube containers and system of water 

runoff.

Grating TECHNIC - Sanded
Inclusive of I-Cube containers and system of water 

runoff.

Grating LEVEL3 - Brushed
Suitable for low thickness coverings.

ABS LINEAR DRAIN - technical evaquation 
unit and grating Plano
Inclusive of I-Cube containers 

and system of water runoff.

Grating TILE - to be tiled
Tileable grid

L=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 316

600 LDL 54ILM 600/1

700 LDL 54ILM 700/1

800 LDL 54ILM 800/1

900 LDL 54ILM 900/1

1000 LDL 54ILM 1000/1

1200 LDL 54ILM 1200/1

Material: 
Polished stainless steel 

600 LDPL 40IL 600

700 LDPL 40IL 700

800 LDPL 40IL 800

900 LDPL 40IL 900

1000 LDPL 40IL 1000

1200 LDPL 40IL 1200

Material: 
Brushed Stainless Steel

600 LDPL 40IS 600

700 LDPL 40IS 700

800 LDPL 40IS 800

900 LDPL 40IS 900

1000 LDPL 40IS 1000

1200 LDPL 40IS 1200

Material: 
Sanded Stainless Steel 

600 LDG 40IX 600

700 LDG 40IX 700

800 LDG 40IX 800

900 LDG 40IX 900

1000 LDG 40IX 1000

1200 LDG 40IX 1200

Material: 
Brushed Stainless Steel

600 LD3L 40IS 600

700 LD3L 40IS 700

800 LD3L 40IS 800

900 LD3L 40IS 900

1000 LD3L 40IS 1000

1200 LD3L 40IS 1200

Material: 
Includes ABS siphon and brushed 
grating

700 LDPL 40P 700

800 LDPL 40P 800

900 LDPL 40P 900

1000 LDPL 40P 1000

Material: 
Stainless Steel

600 LDT 40IN 600

700 LDT 40IN 700

800 LDT 40IN 800

900 LDT 40IN 900

1000 LDT 40IN 1000

1200 LDT 40IN 1200
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square drain SD
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SDS150IL/M

SQUARE DRAIN 
SDS150IL/N

SDS150IL/S

draining systems square

SQUARE DRAIN is a square solution for draining in stainless steel with 

height of only 5,6 cm.

SQUARE DRAIN offers a range of three different gratings, from the minimal 

PLANO to the technical STAR and on to TILE, allowing a full integration with 

the floor covering.

Grating PLANO
stainless Steel Brushed

Grating TILE
to be tiled

Assembly scheme n° 2Assembly scheme n°1

SQUARE DRAIN 

complete evacuation unit

330x330 mm
Membrane size in the model

SQUAREDRAIN SDS150IL/M

170x170 mm
Size of waterproofing 

membrane housing

*this size is not relevant for the  installation *dimension not influent for the laying purpose

150x150 mm
Screed size for all squaredrain  

models SQUAREDRAIN

228x228 mm
Waterproofing membrane size in the model

SQUAREDRAIN SDS150IL/N e SDS150IL/S

The system consists of a

technical evacuation unit

and the desired grating.
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draining systemssquare

Removable Siphon

H 5,6 cm

Stainless Steel

Outlet of 40 mm diameter

SQUARE DRAIN - technical evaquation unit

Grating PLANO - Planare

Grating TILE - to be tiled

AxBxH Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel (/N)
Stainless Steel sanded (/S)
Stainless Steel with matting (/M)

*228x228x56 SDS 150 IL/N

*228x228x56 SDS 150 IL/S

*170x170x56 SDS 150 IL/M

* dimension not influent for the laying purpose

AxBxH Art.

Material: 
Grating planare in Brushed Stainless 
Steel

150x150x6-20 SDG 150 IL/PT

AxBxH Art.

Material: 
Grating with support to be tiled

150x150x6-20 SDG 150 IL/T
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profile drain K

A:B

A:B A/A¹

TR*IL
1 2 3

draining systems sloping profiles

The DRAIN system for shower trays is completed by 3 new profiles for the 

wall tiling within the shower space.

Floor to Floor
Wall to wall
Floor to Wall

These profiles facilate the work of the floor layer.

They manage the transition between the slope of the shower area and the 

surrounding wall and floor covering.

The technical solution consists of two conical profiles, each one with a right 

side and a left side and a front end profile parallel to the linear drain on the 

back wall.

3 - Front end profile floor 
to wall transition
KF10/34IS135

2 - Conical profile floor to 
wall transition
KR80IS135SX

1 - Conical profile floor to 
floor transition
KP35IS135DX + TR
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900 mm
TR60
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TR80
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TR100
A1

TR110
A1

1350 mm
TR60
A1

TR80
A1

TR100
A1

TR110
A1

TR100
A

draining systemssloping profiles

Note:
1 - According to the depth of the shower area, the conic profiles (n°.1 and 

n°.2) must be cut from the wider end (B 35 mm).

2 -   Below is a table to help identify the height of the TR according to the tile 

height. We also indicate according to the depth of the shower area and 

the tile height, which version of the frontal profile (n. 3) is to be used, A 

28 mm or A1 34 mm.

Tile thickness

S
h

o
w

e
r 

tr
ay

 d
e

p
th

EXAMPLE: 
Shower tray depth: 1000 mm

Tile thickness: 10/11 mm

TR to be inserted in the 

conical profile at floor

Frontal profile

A 28 mm/A1 34 mm

A conical brushed steel profile in Aisi 304 with A at 8 mm and B at 35 mm giving 

a 2% gradient. Standard lenght 1,35 m which can be cut on site. This profile 

needs to be use inserting in our  TR 6, 8, 10, 11, 12,5 mm- according to tile height- 

polished steel profile in 2,7 m or 1,35 m. 

A conical brushed steel profile in Aisi 304 with A at 8 mm and B at 35 mm giving 

a 2% gradient.

L=mm Art.

Material: 
Brushed Stainless Steel  AISI 304

1350 KP35IS 135 DX

1350 KP35IS 135 SX

Material: 
Brushed Stainless Steel  AISI 304

1350 KR80IS 135 DX

1350 KR80IS 135 SX

1350 KR100IS 135 DX

1350 KR100IS 135 SX

1350 KR125IS 135 DX

1350 KR125IS 135 SX

Material: 
Brushed Stainless Steel AISI 304

1350 KF8/ 28IS 135

1350 KF10/ 28IS 135

1350 KF12/ 28IS 135

1350 KF8/ 34IS 135

1350 KF10/ 34IS 135

1350 KF12/ 34IS 135

3 - Front end profile to install the wall covering behind the linear drain.
Frontal profile to connect wall to floor on the side of the wall parallel to the linear 

drain. Available in two heights: A 28 mm or A1 34 mm for tile height 8/10/12,5 

mm. Lenght 1,35 m to be cut on site. 

2 - Sloping profile for installing linear drain as floor to wall transition 
Conical profile to connect wall covering to the floor area following  a slope of 

2%. A 8 mm, B 35 mm. Left and right version. Lenght 1,35 m to be cut if needed 

on site.

1 - Sloping profile for installing linear drain as a floor to floor transition
A conical brushed steel profile to be cut on site according to lenght of the slope 

required (2% gradient) to make a transition between the shower area and the 

surrounding floor space.
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multidrain MUD

draining systems modular for outdoor

MULTIDRAIN is a waterproof modular system for linear drainage of surface 

water. It can be used in tiled structures, outdoor and indoor.

The system is made of ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene), a light but 

resistant material, and is composed of 1,50 meter long combinable channels 

with lateral or central run-off pipes.

The channels internal slope functions as water run-off and is self-cleaning.  

The system permits even floor tiling with great time saving.

The channel has a pre-felted fabric on its edge, allowing the installation of 

waterproofing systems (thin bed installation). The grid frames are made   of 

stainless steel AISI 316L.

The system is equipped with run-off pipes, end pieces and grids in stainless 

steel AISI 304.

Note: On request the grids can be supplied in stainless steel AISI 316L.

The channel can be inspected.

MUD 1500H

Channel module with high slope.

Length 1,50 ml

To join with another element use MUD 1500M. 

For end run-off pipe use MUD 50S.

MUD 1500M

Channel module with medium slope.

Length 1,50 ml

To join with another element use MUD 1500L. 

For end run-off pipe use MUD 75HS.

MUD 1500L

Channel module with low slope.

Length 1,50 ml

For end linear drain use MUD 75LS. 

For horizontal run-off pipe use MUD 90S.

+ Certified Safety

+ Easy to Assemble

+ Simple to Transport

+ Light weight

+ Installation Friendly

+ Performant Drainage

+ Dimensional Stability

+ Economical

+ Sturdy and Resistant

+ Recyclable

+ Long Life

+ Versatile

+ Precious Material  

+ Design

CHANNELS:
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MUD 50S

Run-off pipe DN 50.

MUD 75HS

Run-off pipe DN 75A.

MUD 75LS

Run-off pipe DN 75B.

MUD 90S

Run-off pipe 

DN 90.

MUD 100T

End blind head.

MUD 50C

Closing cap D 50.

MUD 75C

Closing cap D 75.

MUD 200GP

Walkable tileable grating.

Length 200.

Stainless Steel AISI 304 brushed.

MUD 200GA

Walkable solid grating.

Length 200.

Stainless Steel AISI 304 brushed.

MUD 1500GP

Walkable tileable grating.

Length 1500, Stainless Steel AISI 304.

MUD 1500GA

Walkable solid grating.

Length 1500, Brushed stainless steel AISI 304.

DESCRIPTION Art.

Channel Body-element - (L= 1,50ml): MUD 1500H

* Channel Body-element - (L= 1,50ml): MUD 1500M

** Channel Body-element - (L= 1,50ml): MUD 1500L

Pedestrian solid grating Stainless Steel AISI 

304 (L= 1,50ml)

MUD 1500GP

Pedestrian solid grating  Stainless Steel 

AISI 304 brushed (L= 1,50ml)

MUD 1500GA

Sealing tape H= 120mm 

Rolls= 20,00ml

FOILTEC tape

*Element following to article. MUD 1500H, **Element following to article. MUD 1500M

DESCRIPTION Art.

Tileable pedestrian grating Stainless Steel 

AISI 304 (L= 0,20ml)

MUD 200GP

Pedestrian solid grating  Stainless Steel 

AISI 304 brushed (L= 0,20ml)

MUD 200GA

Head MUD 100T

* Run-off pipe DN 50 MUD 50S

** Run-off pipe DN 75 A MUD 75HS

*** Run-off pipe DN 75 B MUD 75LS

*** Run-off pipe DN 90 MUD 90S

Closing cap DN 50 MUD 50C

Closing cap DN 75 MUD 75C

Kit composed of: screws, nuts, flat seal,  

connecting plates, key

MUD FIX

*Suitable to match with Art.MUD 1500H, **Suitable to match with Art. MUD 1500M, ***Suitable to match 

with Art.  MUD 1500L

RUN - OFF PIPES AND DRAIN TERMINALS

GRATINGS:
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MUD100T MUD1500H MUD50S

MUD100T MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD75HS

MUD50S MUD1500H MUD1500H MUD50S

MUD75C MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD75C

MUD100TMUD100T

MUD100T MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD75LS

MUD50S MUD1500H MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD75HS

MUD75C MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD1500M MUD50L

MUD100T MUD100T

MUD75HS MUD1500M MUD1500H MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD75HS

draining systems modular for outdoor

Supply of ABS watertight modular drainage channel MULTIDRAIN  with 

internal slope and a double slit of 8 mm each. Minimum thickness 3 mm,  

standard height of 12,5 cm.

The channel is equipped with a felted fabric permitting the mechanical 

coupling at the waterproofing system.

For the waterproofing seal use the strip Foiltec. The tileable grating equipped 

with a felted fabric which allows the mechanical coupling to the tile.

The channels are fixed to the terminals and to the drain pipes with “male 

/ female” joints that have lip-round seals and are blocked with a system of 

plates acting externally to the channel flanges, which in turn are connected 

through another flat silicone seal.

INDICATIONS FOR USE:

• The product and its use are designed for domestic use. For other applications or 

special conditions check with Profilitec technical department or your specifier.

• The system supports the use of running hot water only for short periods and for 

temperatures not exceeding 90 ° C.

• Do not use chemical cleaners to remove possible deposits inside the channels.

• The stainless steel surfaces must be maintained and cleaned following standard 

stainless steel care indications. Do not use cleaning products containing 

hydrochloric acid and hydrofluoric acid. Do not clean with spatulas or steel 

wool. The system is suitable for waterproofing with liquid primers or insulation 

compounds for thin-bed installations.

The system is suitable for thin-bed installations with waterproofing layers made by 

liquid primers or matting.

• MULTIDRAIN system should be scaled according to the total area of drainage.

• The channel must be periodically cleaned to prevent dirt deposit.

• It is made of plastic (ABS) and therefore sensitive to certain petrol by-products.

• The system is particularly conceived for the draining of outside areas as in terraces 

and patios, where the increasing use of large format tiles does not allow the 

realisation of the traditional 4 slopes converging to the centre.

          Multidrain consents the realization of a single slope with a drain-off close to one of 

the two sides. The system is particularly suitable also for swimming pools, locker 

rooms and wellness areas.

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES:

EXAMPLE 1: EXAMPLE 5:

EXAMPLE 4: EXAMPLE 8:

EXAMPLE 2: EXAMPLE 6:

EXAMPLE 3: EXAMPLE 7:
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2

3

4

5

6

7

MUD50C MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD1500M MUD50C

MUD100T MUD100T

MUD100T MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD75C

MUD100T

MUD75HS MUD1500M MUD1500H MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD75LS

MUD100T MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD1500M MUD50T

MUD100T

MUD75LS MUD1500L MUD1500M MUD1500H MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD75LS

MUD100T MUD1500H MUD1500M MUD1500L MUD90S MUD1500L MUD1500M MUD1500H MUD100T

draining systemsmodular for outdoor 

STEP 1
Check that the lip-round seals are placed in their housing 
at the ends of the channel and are not deformed.

STEP 2
Put the channels upside down on a flat surface to make the 
installation easier. Lubricate the “male” joint and  put the flat 
seal between the channels. Join the channels at their ends, 
lining up perfectly the seal with the channels (mounting 
flange). Place the connecting galvanized iron plates outside 
the channels contact ends with the seal (mounting flange) 
and fix the system with the provided screws and nuts (fix 
using a “criss-cross” sequence). The end caps and the 
terminals are fixed with the same procedure.

STEP 3
Put the channel into the position of use. For channels 
of more than 3 metres, more installers are required to 
avoid twists that would compromise their use. Lay the 
channel at the project height and make the screed with 
the grid already mounted.
Note: At the end of this step we recommend to flood the 
system to check its waterproofing.

STEP 4
Fill the channel homogeneously with a suitable cement 
mortar.
Note: This step is to be carried out once the grid has been 
installed.

STEP 5
Connect the channel with the drainage system (with the 
proper size and slope).
Note: Use only pipes with O-ring seal.

STEP 6
Build the screed to the channel level paying attention not 
to damage the upper tissue, which is later used for the 
waterproofing treatment.
To protect the tissue use a standard adhesive tape for 
packaging. Lay the waterproofing in connection with the 
felted wing.
Connect the waterproofing with the channel using Profilitec 
strip “Foiltec”.

STEP 7
Proceed with tiling, considering that the tiles once 
installed are 1 mm higher than the stainless steel frame 
(grating and channel).
Note: The use of an expansion joint is advisable between 
the channel and the floor. Inside the tileable stainless 
steel grating we suggest to apply a silicon seal between 
tiles and stainless steel.

ASSEMBLING:

EXAMPLE 9: EXAMPLE 12:

EXAMPLE 10: EXAMPLE 13:

EXAMPLE 11: EXAMPLE 14:

LIP SEAL

CEMENT 
MORTAR

FILLING AROUND 
THE CHANNEL WITH 
CEMENT MORTAR

RUN-OFF PIPE WITH O-RING 
SEAL

SCREED WITH SLOPE

CONNECTING 
PLATE

FLAT SEAL

NUTS

 SCREWS

EXPANSION 
JOINT
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slope drain SLO

77

1194

21794

75 mm

800x1200 mm 900x1200 mm 900x1400 mm 900x1600 mm1000x1000 mm900x900 mm

draining systems shower tray

SLOPE DRAIN tileable shower solution that simply has it all: we have 

combined the advantages of a shower tray and linear drain, eliminated their 

drawbacks and  created something completely new. 

SLOPE DRAIN is the world’s first tileable shower tray. It comes with all the 

necessary  components, is a one-piece design and is therefore safer than 

any other tileable shower solution.

Thanks to its unique design concept, it can be permanently installed using 

self-levelling screed  (Liquid Screed) or dry grout – here you have the option 

of either completely embedding or leaving  a space beneath the shower 

tray. Once it has been tiled, it is completely invisible and looks just  like a 

linear drain. 

Be stimulated and inspired by this worldwide innovation!

EXAMPLE: SLOPE DRAIN 800x1200 mm
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SLOPE DRAIN is the most cost-effective total solution as measured by 

purchase and installation costs.

As the SLOPE DRAIN becomes part of the floor, it provides highly effective 

sound insulation. Especially when using self leveling screed.

THE SLOPE DRAIN is available in different sizes and, thanks to its one-piece 

design and high-quality support feet, it is absolutely safe – even when high 

loads are placed on pressure points (the same applies for installations with 

and without screed underfilling).

Thanks to the integrated spirit level edge, the bottom wall tiles no longer 

need to be cut. You can simply tile straight.

Removable siphon.

The SLOPE DRAIN has a special water barrier, which ensures that its position 

is maintained exactly at the height of the screed. Its drainage capacity is 24 

l/min.

Using the Foiltec sealing strip, it is possible to make the joints around the 

tileable shower tray completely waterproof.

The SLOPE DRAIN is suitable for tiles ranging from 3 to 30 mm thickness. 

Thanks to its even sloping surface, it is ideal for mosaic and large format 

tiles.

100% easy to assemble
The Slope Drain can be installed in 35 minutes, which is faster than any 

other tileable shower solution (repeat trips to the installation site are not 

required). It also comes with adjustable support feet which make it possible 

to align the shower tray perfectly before laying the screed.

100% waterproof
Experience has shown that shower trays are very safe but they often are not 

fully integrated with wall covering. 

As it is a one-piece design, the Slope Drain is completely waterproof: there 

are no weak points resulting from the assembly of multiple parts and there 

is no material transition between the run-off surface and drainage channel.

100% uniforme
Thanks to its design concept, the gradient of the Slope Drain towards the

linear drain is completely even . As a result, there is no puddle formation

and laying tiles is child’s play, even in the case of mosaic.

100% safe
The Slope Drain is embedded in self-leveling screed (Liquid Screed) or dry 

grout which anchors it perfectly to the floor. Even if you opt for installation 

without self-levelling screed, it is far more stable than a shower board 

construction thanks to its one-piece design and large, sturdy support feet.

100% ready to use
Thanks to the extremely short time required to install it, its suitability for 

installation using self-leveling screed (Liquid Screed) or dry grout and its 

low installation height of only 7.5 cm (incl. siphon and slope), the Slope 

Drain is perfect for use in both new constructions and building restorations 

in the residential and commercial sectors alike.

Code Description Width Length Height Thickness

 SLO80/120 SLOPE DRAIN 800 mm 1200 mm
77 mm 

incl. siphon
21 mm

SLO90/90 SLOPE DRAIN 900 mm 900 mm
74 mm 

incl. siphon
18 mm

SLO90/120 SLOPE DRAIN 900 mm 1200 mm
77 mm 

incl. siphon
21 mm

SLO100/100 SLOPE DRAIN 1000 mm 1000 mm
75 mm 

incl. siphon
19 mm

SLO140/90 SLOPE DRAIN 1400 mm 900 mm
74 mm 

incl. siphon
18 mm

SLO90/160 SLOPE DRAIN 900 mm 1600 mm
81 mm 

incl. siphon
25 mm


